DO THE WRITE THING
WORKSHOPS
Host an in-depth writing workshop with Jodie Randisi—you and ten (or more) of your friends, coworkers, or employees. $35 per person covers the cost of materials and a speaking fee for a half day workshop.

As the host, you can choose the date, location, and time.

HALF DAY $350 – Remove Self Publishing Obstacles


Media authority and public speaking coaching.

HALF DAY $350 – Nurture the Calling to Write

What you should know before you begin a writing project. Understanding the why. Memoir writing, finding your voice, maximizing storytelling skills, avoiding storytelling no-no’s. Writing myths and the war of art. Receive professional feedback on your project.

FULL DAY — Do the Write Thing All Day!

Double the price, double the fun. Writer’s Kit and Guidebook included.

do-the-write-thing.com